Intro - Putting a price tag on nature
We have to destroy an ecosystem. For, you know, “progress.” We need to think of three ecosystems
in our region where none of us live, and decide which one is least valuable and destroy it.
Pick one of the three – or your teacher will tell you which one – to support. Your job is to
think of all the positive things you can for your ecosystem to push its value up. If the group can't
agree on a value, the teacher is the final judge.
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Putting a price tag on nature
Bad news: a piece of nature that we all love will be destroyed for “progress.1” We can't stop the
destruction, but we can insist that we get paid for everything we are losing.
Our job is to list everything we will lose, as well as what the next best substitute2 will be, as
well as the cost of the substitute. Then, we can calculate how much money we need per year to live
without this piece of nature.
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1 Normally, 'progress' means moving forward in a project. Often, we use it to talk about the idea of things getting
better – moving forward – in general. Some people think that Facebook and smart phones are “progress.” Other
people have other opinions.
2 A 'substitute' is a thing that takes the place of another thing. If your teacher is sick, you might have a substitute
teacher. If you want to eat a steak tonight, but the store doesn't have any left, a burger could be a substitute for steak.
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Introduction: As I was thinking about these lessons, this is the one I had the most time to think
about. That's why it has the most various material. Pick and choose between the material.
It might be a good idea to skip the whole bit on the $33 trillion price tag on nature and
instead brainstorm what the members of the class enjoy doing outdoors. What would they do if they
lived further from “the great outdoors”?
Getting ready: Read though the whole planned conversation bit and decide what will work best for
your students. Then, print what you need:
•

One of the two in-classroom worksheets (pages 1 or 2)

•

The definition cards (pages 3 and 4 – they're to be printed on both sides of the same paper)

•

The reading handout (01 – Why go outside)

The planned conversation: I've taught this in a few lessons now, and I haven't had time for all of
this in any of the classes. In general, I skip the part about the Öztal because talking about selling
houses seems to make the point. (In one class, it was selling pets that helped.)
The roundabout beginning
•

Start with a “normal” value discussion. “If my colleague offers to buy my car for €20,000
and I know I can replace my car for €15,000, should I make the deal?”

•

Shift to more the “provocative” question. “If your house has a market value of €300,000,
would you sell it for that price? Why (not)? How much above the market price of your home
would you have to go? What is that extra money 'for'?
◦ The goal here is to start naming the things that also have value, besides just the things
themselves: memories, the work involved, the dream that the house represents
◦ I did this mostly by saying that Elon Musk needs a house in the region because he wants
to open a new factory here. The question then is how much would Elon have to pay for
their house?

Putting a price tag on nature
•

Challenge students: “Did you hear that they're thinking of doing opencast mining in Tirol?
There is a plan to turn the Öztal into a lake landscape like in Brandenburg because the
mountains there contain materials needed to make batteries for electric cars. Before you
make an opinion, here are some important facts:
◦ Now, tourism brings in €8.4 billion each year (the story is fake, but this part is true)

◦ The mining industry guarantees there will be at least double that much once mining has
started.”
•

What do students think about the idea. Why? Hopefully, the students say that the Tirol
region is valuable for more than just its tourism. That brings us to the idea of putting a price
tag on nature.

•

The price of nature: One famous study3 says that the value of all the services that the
ecosystems of Earth provide is $33 trillion. (€44 trillion in today's money)
◦ A 'trillion' is a one followed by 12 zeroes (in case students ask – I had to look4)
◦ What services do we think the ecosystems provide? (Brainstorming, first impressions of
the 'value' of the services. – “Is oxygen an important service to you?”)
◦ “I have here the four categories of services that this study commented on.” – (Place the
cards from above – printed double sided – face down on the table.) “What could these
words mean?
◦ Discuss the words, then pick up and decipher the text on the back. What could be
examples of this?

The in-class worksheet activity. I added the second worksheet and the invoice activity because the
naming prices seems very abstract for some of my groups.
The comparison activity. “It turns out I was

The invoice activity. “I have some bad news.

lying about the batteries in Tirol... But, we have Elon Musk5 is going to destroy the Dresdner
to make a different decision: We are planning a

Heide to build a new Tesla Gigafactory. But, he
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agrees to pays the people of Dresden for what

storage that will supply our region with clean

they are losing.” The activity goes like this:

power... but it will replace an entire ecosystem.

•

Pass out the worksheet on page two

We have to decide where to put it.” The activity

•

Students write “Dresdner Heide” in the

functions like this:
•

Pass out the worksheet on page one.

•

Together the teacher and the group

•

box labeled “location” (or another
location, depending on the group)
•

Together we brainstorm the things we'll

brainstorm three ecosystems where

miss when this location is destroyed:

nobody in the group lives.

hiking, the fresh air, jogging

Students join teams – or the teacher puts
them in teams that wants to save one

•

Then, for each thing, we figure out what
the next-best substitute is: for hiking we

3 “The total value of the world's ecosystem services and natural capital” – Published in Nature 1997
4 So much for the advantage of being a native speaker. My bank account only rarely reaches those numbers.
5 I used him for a lot of my examples. Pick you own bad guy.

•

•

ecosystem.

need a bus ticket to the next forest. For

Each team has to 'save' their ecosystem

jogging we need a membership to a gym.

from destruction by arguing theirs is

For fresh air we need an air filtration

better than the others.

system in our apartment.

The group – or, the teacher, if the group

•

Then, we estimate the price for each of

can't agree – ranks the value of the

the substitutes we will need, and then

ecosystems from one to three (three is

calculate the total.

the most valuable)
◦ There is a separate ranking for each

•

Does this amount seem fair? Why or
why not?

category
◦ At the end, count up the points each
ecosystem gets. The ecosystem with
the fewest points will be destroyed.

The reading!
The way I imagine this is that the group has agreed that nature is valuable for reasons other than
what it provides. Either way, setup the reading and pass out the reading worksheet “01 – Why
go outside.”
Make it a point to be sure the students know we will talk about this in the next lesson. “If
you don't understand anything, it's Toby's fault.”

